Faculty Senate Requests Evaluation Input

By Michael Lochridge

The Faculty Senate voted Feb. 21 to return the proposed academic administrator's evaluation resolution to the Instruction Committee, requesting that the committee seek input on the evaluation method from administration.

The unanimous vote came after several senators suggested the need for academic administrators to offer input before the Senate takes action on the resolution.

Dr. Raymond Buchanan, chairman of the communication department, said that with input from the administration, the evaluations could initiate action with a "healing effect" rather than with a derivative effect. "By not allowing the administration to have any input into the evaluation method," Buchanan said, "it tends to drive a wedge between the faculty and administration and also tends to allow bloodletting."

The Instruction Committee was asked to contact the Administrative Council, the Dean's Council and the Chairman's Council for administrative input. The committee was requested to present the material at the March 14 Faculty Senate meeting.

The resolution, proposed in the Feb. 14 meeting, would allow for each department chairman and each college dean to be evaluated by the fulltime faculty in his or her college. The resolution also states that all other academic administrators, including the vice presidents and the president, be evaluated by all full-time faculty members.

Dr. Fred Podpor, chairman of the Instruction Committee, said the problem of lack of administrative input was considered, but that the committee wanted to go ahead with the evaluation for the first year.

One of the articles of the resolution states that after the form has been used for one year, the Instruction Committee will evaluate the form's suitability, considering any modifications suggested by faculty members and administrators.

Dr. James Koepenig, a member of the biological science faculty, said, "We are in an era of accountability. This evaluation will cause the faculty to really look at the administration for the first time."

Koepenig said he was told by an administrator prior to the meeting that there is no way for the faculty to evaluate the administration, which was "false," Koepenig told the faculty senate.

Burton Wright, a member of the sociology faculty, said that receiving input from the administration is "no more than fair," because the faculty offered input on their faculty evaluations.

Faculty Senate Prohibits Taping

By Michael Lochridge

Appealing the ruling of Chairman K. Phillip Taylor, the Faculty Senate requested a FYU reporter not to make a tape recording of their Feb. 21 meeting.

The Senate voted 12 to 7 to ask the reporter to turn off the recorder minutes into the meeting which was called to order a resolution concerning the evaluation of academic administrators.

Dr. Mark Stern, a member of the political science faculty, objected to the recording, saying, "I see no reason whatsoever for having the recorder when he (the reporter) can take notes."

Schrader replied, "I'd rather have them missquoting than record the notes.

Stern replied, "If a guest wants to have certain privileges, he must first have permission,"

Stern, following the meeting.

Task Force Implements Programs

By Jerry Brooks

FTU's special task force on Energy Conservation is making advances in the areas of express bus service to the university, car pooling and possible implementation of a four-day week for the summer quarter.

Through the cooperation of various campus activities, including the physical plant and the housekeeping subcommittees of the task force, FTU has consumed 405,000 less kilowatt hours of electricity and 405,000 less thermal units of natural gas for the month of January 1974 than it did in January 1973.

This, according to James Eiler, coordinator of the task force, is a 26 per cent savings of energy as compared to last year's consumption.

Express bus service to FTU is presently being considered by the State Department of Transportation (DOT), according to Dr. George Schrader, chairman of the mass transportation subcommittee of the task force. The Transportation Authority has several buses which could be used to make an FTU express run, but according to Schrader the buses could be transferred to other less-crowded areas before FTU demonstrate a need for the buses.

Schneider said it is possible to have express bus service to the university by March 26, the beginning of spring quarter. Two surveys will be taken in order to measure student interest in the program: an in-class survey and a questionnaire in the FUTURE.

Results of the survey will be sent to the DOT where the final decision on implementation of the bus service will be made. Schrader said the DOT is optimistic on the chances of express bus service to FTU by next quarter.

In order for the bus service to break even, said Schrader, there would have to be two morning and two afternoon runs, with the bus filled for each run. Should the passenger load fall below the break even point, DOT would pay 50 per cent of the losses with the other half coming from the Orange-Seminole-Ococoa Transportation Authority.

Schrader said he feels that changing conditions brought about by the gasoline shortage should encourage students to support and make use of a bus service if FTU gets one.

"The concept of teaching a course on the bus," said Schrader, "is what really interested the State DOT in the express bus, but it will probably be summer quarter before we can put together any type of course that could be offered on the bus."

The car pooling subcommittee plans to send out computerized letters again next quarter to encourage students to form car pools.

Subcommittee chairman Lee Constantine said that an effort will be made to group the student's addresses closer together than the last letters did. The mailing list will be taken from a list of students who go through pre-registration. That list will be taken to the computer center where the letter will be written. Students should receive their letters by the third day of classes during spring quarter, said Constantine. (Continued on Page 2)
Various matters of concern to state university faculty members were acted upon at the Feb. 15 meeting of the State University Senate Council (SUSFC) in Tampa.

Among the actions taken were the first three proposals of a special committee appointed by the Council to review the policies implemented through the Omnibus Education Act. The first proposal concerned the new 12-hour teaching statute that requires a faculty member to submit a statement of various professional activities on a quarterly basis. The Council passed a resolution stating that the 12-hour teaching law should be met by an annual statement indicating the following:

- the teaching done by each faculty member, both the classroom contact hours and their equivalents in other activities;
- the other professional activities of the faculty member;
- a statement by the faculty member and the department chairman or dean of the sum of the classroom contact hours taught and a judgment of their equivalent in other professional duties.

The second proposal dealt with the statute regarding quarterly evaluation of faculty. To meet the requirements of the statute, the Council passed a resolution stating:

- The university, in consultation with the department chairman and colleagues, will draw up at the beginning of each academic year a written statement of the planned professional activities of the faculty member for that year. Modification of the statement may be prepared at the beginning of each subsequent term.

The third Council action was to note that the FTU has a certain program which awards a master's or doctorate degree, for example, that program must award a certain number of certificates over a specified amount of time in order to keep the program.

A third proposal concerned with measuring productivity of departments on the basis of the number of bachelor's, master's, and doctorate degrees awarded was adopted by the Council. The proposal read: "A consequence of looking at a department's productivity in terms of the number of degree awards does not consider the quality or need of output of that department. Nor does it measure other factors including the work done in that department by non-majors. In some departments, such as mathematics, statistics and languages, most of the undergraduate students enrolled are non-majors; in many they constitute a large part of the enrollment. This is a true at many graduate levels through even those significant number of non-majors enroll." These three proposals adopted by the Council were forwarded to the board.
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Test Evaluation To Be Analyzed

A test instrument for student evaluation of faculty members was recently approved by Dr. C. B. Gambrell, vice president for Academic Affairs, according to Gordon McAleer, chairman of the Teacher Evaluation Committee.

The committee, comprised of faculty and student members appointed by Gambrell, was designed to provide a standardized faculty evaluation system. The committee application will be distributed on campus and will be attached to the November 16 closing date.

The evaluation, McAleer said, includes questions concerning the following areas, recommended by the Faculty Senate's teaching committee:

- demonstrated interest in teaching
- demonstrated interest in the subject
- ability to stimulate the student intellectually
- ability to motivate students to learn
- ability to clearly express and organize material
- preparation for teaching
- confidence and academic poise
- achievement of course objectives

The total evaluation form will be administered to a random sample of the faculty, perhaps as soon as next week, McAleer said.

The results, which are strictly for instrument evaluation purposes, will be analyzed by Edwin C. Shively and Dr. Charles Dubois, faculty members of the committee. They will test the results for validity and reliability. If found valid, the evaluation form will be adopted for use by departmental chairs, and the committee's goal will be fulfilled.

The number of committee members who have been interviewed has been small, according to McAleer. The committee has been meeting regularly since mid-October to work on the form.

Other faculty members include Dr. James Koweski, Dr. Bruce Nimm, Mary Palmers, Thomas Peeples, and Dr. David Tucker. Members of the committee are Marvin Clegg, Lee Constantine, Pat Hightower, Rick Lucas, Linda Noah and Hunter Potter.

Student Futures Aided By 'Favors'

By Lori Lambino

Favor Week, which ran Feb. 15 through 22, was organized to promote the Orlando Rotary Bloodmobile and bring publicity about FTU's newly formed Blood Bank Reserve.

This service, abbreviated F.A.V.O.R.S., is a university-wide program, operating year-in and year-out, according to Kathy Cavana, program director of FAVORs.

FAVORS makes available to FTU students information of 150 individual agencies in Orange and Seminole Counties which are in need of volunteer help. These agencies include many different areas of interest, including Head Start programs, correctional programs, cultural services, drug programs, ecology and some pre-professional programs, such as medicine.

Cavana explained the service's purpose as follows: "It gives students the opportunity to help people, to learn about different agencies and to learn about people's needs. It gives students an understanding of what a community needs and what it can do to better serve the community."

Cavana added that FAVORs' goals are to increase participation, to promote the value of donating blood and to encourage the importance of helping those in need.

A good response was obtained from interested students relating to their past experiences, hours available, and general interest.

Clubs and other organizations will be approached for assistance by FAVORs. "We're encouraging other organizations to come along. This is not just a joint effort between the Sociology Club and the Village Center (VC)," says Rick Jones, a steering committee member of FAVORs.

Cavana sees FAVORs as a very important program at this university. Rollins College and Valencia Jr. College have similar programs. Student transfers from these colleges to FTU involved with this type of work will be able to continue their work experience with FAVORs, said Cunningham.

Interested students are strongly encouraged to stop by the VC room 140 for more information any weekday, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Jim Nickerson prepares to donate blood during the Orlando Rotary Bloodmobile's recent visit to the FTU campus. (Photo by Pete Wilcox)

Blood Drive Has 'Good Response'

While attendants had to get adjusted to working in a small area, the make-up of the Orlando Rotary Bloodmobile turned out to be more steady late of donors passed through the unit Tuesday. The 83 pints of blood donated Tuesday and the donations Wednesday will go to the FTU Blood Bank Reserve.

The Reserve is designed to provide blood for any student, member of the faculty or staff, or any of their immediate family.

Miss Brenda Greer, a registered nurse and one of the mobile unit staff members, said several large groups of donors numbering up to 15, had to be asked to wait outside.

The Bloodmobile was introduced to Orlando by the Central Florida Bloodmobile by Tuesday and Wednesday, taking donations by the dozen.

Greer said late Tuesday she hoped to have more than 100 people donating blood during the drive.

Many people from donating and expecting a "good response" from the FTU community Wednesday.

Norman Armstrong, an FTU senior, revealed the alterations that enable his late model Chevrolet, displayed at last week's engineering fair, to run on either gasoline or propane. (Photo by Mike Berman)

'Safe Twist' Cover Plate Places First At FES Fair

Awards from the annual Engineer's Week Fair were granted Feb. 22 at the Annual Engineer's Banquet. The banquet was held at the Sheraton Olympic Villas Convention Center.

First place award was given to Dan Crosby, Larry Lee, Fred Haddad, and Bob Butterfield for their display of a "Safe Twist." The entry was a cover plate for wall sockets which prevents electric shock.

The second place award was presented to John Goiger for his "Delt Tension Gauge," which measures the tension on thin wire.

The third and fourth place prizes went to John Barrett and the team of Woodrow Dennis and Steve Brown, respectively.

Jim Nickerson donates blood during the Orlando Rotary Bloodmobile's recent visit to the FTU campus. (Photo by Pete Wilcox)

Bullitt's display was an electrical circuit which detects voltage that prevents corrosion in pipes. Dunlap and Brown joined forces to present a "Disc Lifting Body."

The award-winning display in the group competition went to the student chapter of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Its entry was a "Solar Powered Refrigerator," a solar collector used to supply the refrigerator with energy from the sun.

All of these winning entries, in addition to others, were on display last week in the Engineering Building.

Loan Activity

Growth Expected By Financial Aid

The number of students seeking and obtaining short term loans will probably increase as a result of FTU's new registration procedures, according to Donald M. Baldwin, director of Financial Aid. Baldwin said loans are not necessary for more students have not considered how the changes will affect their studies.

The changes in the short term loan procedures that are a co-signer is not required and the upper limit for a loan has been raised from $300 to $6240, according to Baldwin.

"It ill be a lot easier for financial aid, Baldwin explained, "I didn't have to worry about money during the first week of classes."" Programmer said Baldwin.

Two changes in the short term loan procedure are that a co-signer is not required and the upper limit for a loan has been raised from $300 to $6240, according to Baldwin.

"It ill be a lot easier for financial aid, Baldwin explained, "I didn't have to worry about money during the first week of classes.""

Baldwin explained that students should make their applications for short term loans as early as possible, preferably before the end of the quarter.

A recent informal poll of student opinion revealed that many students have not really considered how the changes will affect them.

One student said "I didn't affect me. If you have a good reason you can get an extension."

Other comments ranged from mild disapproval such as "It's just more of a hassle" to one student who said, "You've got to pay it sometime!".
FACULTY SENATE NOT HELPING MATTERS

We were irritated and yet puzzled at the Faculty Senate’s recent “requests” to stop the taping of their meeting-irritated because the Senate’s efforts to accurately report the news and puzzled because of the remarks made by some faculty members.

The Senate has been told by some administrators and faculty members in the past that their statements are sometimes misquoted. Although we often have evidence to the contrary, we usually give the benefit of the doubt to the statement because we make mistakes.

In an effort to double-check accuracy, reporters are instructed, on certain assignments, to either take along a tape recorder or follow reporter during interviews, meetings, etc. We feel this represents a time-consuming, but responsible measure.

Therefore, it is frustrating to hear a supposedly mature individual make a statement in the effect that misquoting is preferred over the presence of a reporter. When this individual turns out to be someone trained in the workings of government and, consequently, the importance of an effective fourth estate, the issue becomes even more confusing.

In the first part of the Faculty Senate meeting held Feb. 21, two of the Senate’s proposals were passed through the ritual first (being first is a great honor as the trial grows more difficult with each person through). We do their ceremonial trial and advisement schedules. This is done by the roll for the next quarter (maybe), it seems to be an academic trial by fire to test your worthiness of tax supported employment.

Some spirit may torment them even outside the ritual room by closing some of the classes on their ceremonial schedules.
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The change in schedule is a result of a direct violation of a stated policy; it represents an indicator by which the university community can evaluate its subversive position to those administrations to which it is an inconvenience to an unnumbered number of us who may have not had the chance of coming to our recent publicity. After all, does not the aural representation of confirmed, officially scheduled events?
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VC Protests Change (from pg 4)

the VCAR for pre-registration for spring quarter and state which conflicted with the Wednesday showing of "Lady Slays the Tiger." These people insisted on the assembly room which would place a previously scheduled, university-wide event. Why the Multi-Purpose Room was not used, is an unanswered query. The committee registered an official protest to no avail. We were simply told to reschedule our activities.

I bring this incident to the attention of the university community to inform all that what exist stated policies are adhered to by some elements within this institution. In dealing with some elements of the FTU community, please be wary of dependence on stated policies, logically substantiate your position. Though legal and a stated policy may support your position, some elements of the university simply are not expected to understand either.

Jim Pierce
VC Board President

Ed. note: Registrar Dan Chapman said he was unaware of a conflict on Wednesday, March 6. In a memo dated Dec. 19,

1979, Chapman informed the three FTU Vice Presidents of his plans to hold spring quarter advanced registration in the VCAR and he recommended the proposed dates of Feb. 27-March 1 be changed to March 4-6 in order to avoid a conflict with the "Jaguars Breen" production. It was further recommended that Spring Quarter Regular and Add/Drop registration be moved to the Multi-Purpose Room to avoid conflicts.

A carbon copy of this memo was sent to VC Director Ken Lawton. Perhaps there's something else we unaware of, but it seems the FTU communication gap struck again.

Marathon Opens For Art Activities

By Dale Chisena

FTU’s Art Department is holding an unusual art event which began at noon, Feb. 28 and will last until noon, March 2: a 48-hour public marathon at the Art Facilities on the FTU campus.

Art students and faculty will be art marathons, and "walked" and "sleeping bags" will create their interpretations of the 48-hour non-stop show before the invited public. The Art Facilities are located in the Northwest corner near security, and consist of two double-decker apartments, a recreational building, and an adjacent field that will be available if needed.

Marathon is dedicated to the spirit of growth and creative imagination existing at FTU. The art marathon is sponsored by Pegasus (FTU’s student art council), horse. Dr. Walter Gaudnek, associate professor of art, coordinator of this event says, "Pegasus symbolizes the heightening power of the natural forces—freedom, infinity."

Why an art marathon with students and faculty? Gaudnek feels that delving into one subject at a time for an extended period would be good for students who usually run from class to class packing up bits and pieces of knowledge.

In 1972, the art department produced its first art marathon which created a new and exciting concept in the art world. When Gaudnek joined the university in the fall of 1970, he brought with a desire to closely integrate the artist’s creativity with public life.

Since then, Gaudnek, Lutz, and Eyfells have gone on to seven art marathons at such diverse locations as Patrick Air Force Base, the Indian River, Hillsborough River, the FTU campus and at the Olympic Games in Munich, Germany.

In addition to being the only American university art department invited to participate in the art events at the Olympics, the FTU artists have been honored with a one-hour documentary film of their efforts by CBS-TV. This program, "Space Cathedral," was aired nationally in 1973 and fragments of it appeared on the Emmy awards program last year.

All those interested in observing art in its creation are urged to attend this open-to-the-public art marathon.
New Course Offerings Listed

FTU is offering a variety of courses available for the first time during spring quarter.

New courses available in the College of Business Administration include: ECON 328, Transportation; ECON 481, Business and Government, QRA 451, Quantitative Applications to Business; QRA 491, Special Topic Formation and ACCT 459, Federal Income Tax Accountancy (expanded, from three to five hours).

In the theatre department, three new courses are being offered: THA 242, Stage Props, THA 491-03, Acting II, and THA 491-04.

One new arts course is being offered during spring quarter. It is ART 485 Environmental Art. Also in the College of Humanities and Fine Arts, four new English courses are being offered. The single undergraduate course is ENG 483, Black English. Three new graduate English courses are ENG 509, Rhetoric in Literature; ENG 630, Movements in Literature and ENG 640, Problems in Linguistics.

In the Music Department, four new courses will be offered next quarter. These courses are: MUS 306-08, Choral Lab, MUS 306-09, Reading Band, MUS 311, Music in Society and MUS 312, Advanced Recorder.

Two new history courses will be offered next quarter, HIS 457, World War II and HIS 591, Indians and Whites.

In the College of Social Sciences, new courses in communications will include: COM 491-01, Special Topic-Body Language; COM 491-02, Creative Selling and COM 491-03, Special Topic-Manual Communication (communications for the deaf). Also in Social Sciences, three courses in Legal Services will be offered: LES 301, Legal Doctrine; LES 342, Probate Law, and LES 374, Real Property Law.

RTV 491-01, How to Watch Television and RTV 491-03, Radio Drama, will be offered for the first time next quarter, as well as RTV 491-02, Political Decisions will also be offered for the first time.

In the College of Engineering, six new courses will be offered next. They include: CEES 321, Surveying; EBT 353, EBT 425, Feedback Control; INT 424, Communications Systems, EBT 434, Solid Waste Management and EBT 445, Senior Project.

In addition, courses in the engineering core will be offered from 6 to 9 p.m. to enable both Co-Op students and engineering majors to complete their requirements.

In the College of Natural Sciences, BIOL 375, Biology of Marine Organisms and BIOL 564, Ecology of Running Water are being offered. BOT 671, Botany Study and MICR 653, Microbiological Metabolism are being offered on the graduate level.

New mathematics courses being offered next quarter are: COMP 310, Computer Systems/Software Capabilities on the undergraduate level: MATH 511, Modern Applied Algebra; COMP 601, Computer II; COMP 612, Systems Programming III and COMP 661, Numerical Analysis II, on the graduate level.

Viewing TV Not Kid Stuff

Do you know how to detect a slack in television news? Do you know how to estimate the cost of commercials and infer the advertisers pass on to consumers of commercials and infer the cost of commercials and infer the rest of the country," said Morgan. I expect other schools could include a maximum of 300 student & anticipated credit.

The class will meet on Thursday nights next quarter from 6 to 9 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium and will offer 4 hours of elective credit.

RTV 491 will be taught by its creator, Dr. Thomas Morgan, of the Communications Department.

"I have never seen anything like this course offered at any other university in Florida or the rest of the country," said Morgan. I expect other schools will copy it, particularly if our enrollment is large." Morgan noted that the class could include a maximum of 300 students and anticipated that it would be a popular one.

Luiz Dias and Otavio Piva (1 to 7), students in MUS 310, Beginning Recorder, have found that the recorder's musical possibilities are endless. Both beginning and advanced recorder courses are offered spring quarter. According to the class instructor Patricia Stenberg, whether students prefer to play simple melodies, folk tunes, jazz or classical music they will be able to enjoy this versatile instrument. (Photo by Alan Geelin)

French Works Studied In English

"Insight into the modern French mind on such themes as love and identity, war, violence, anxiety, commitment and the absurd," describe a new course, "20Th Century French Literature in Translation," to be taught by Dr. John C. DiFerrero.

The course, which will be offered spring quarter, will consider taking a course on "How to Watch Television.

Listed in the spring class schedule as RTV 491, the new FTU course will cover television entertainment as well as news and commercials. Drs. Ronald Drabenek and Margaret Thomas of the FTU Psychology Department will guest-lecture on the effects of violence on television.

examine Sartre, Camus, Proust, Beckett, and Ionesco. It will be taught in English, and is open to any FTU student.

For further information, contact Dr. Anthony V. Cerone, chairman of the Department of Foreign Languages, at 277-2641.


BABYSITTING

REFFERAL SERVICE

If you’d like to earn some extra money babysitting, or if you need a babysitter, contact Student Government VC 216 275-2191

LEGAL REFERRAL SERVICE

call SL Attorney General 275-2192

TRAVEL BOARD

Student Government VC Hallway

If you plan to make a trip and want to share a ride, come by and check out the Travel Board.

Municipal Auditorium

March 11 8:30p.m.

SUBSIDY TICKETS AVAILABLE IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT — VC 205

— ALSO —

Movie Tickets

Wometco Theatres Florida State Theatres

University - Suburban Drive - in

in Student Government - VC 216

JOIN A CARPOOL!

JOIN A CARPOOL!

JOIN A CARPOOL!

information available in Student Government VC hallways
Politics of Nazism Taught

The "Politics of Nazism" will explore Adolf Hitler's character, his use of economically depressed people and Germany's conversion into a police state.

Dr. R. H. Ogden, professor of political science, will instruct the four-hour course, which will be offered spring quarter. The class will meet Thursday evenings, and is open to all FTU students.

Enthusiastic Gathering Greets Tucker Band

Cool weather and a muddy front track did not deter a moderately large crowd as L. "Buck" Caldwell, who has quickly gained recognition as one of today's top lead players, laid down his "take the highway" and "Ramblin'" also from the band's first album.

Continuing with the unprecedented tempo of southern rock, Commander Cody and His Lost Planet Airmen kept members of the audience on their feet.

Despite volume problems which interfered with the phenomenal piano playing of the Commander, the group still managed to put on quite a performance for the enthusiastic crowd.

Economics Plans MA

FTU's new master's degree program in Economics is ready to begin with the 1974 fall quarter, according to Dr. Robert E. Hicks, chairman of the department of economics and finance.

The program is designed to prepare students for employment in business, government, self-employment, to teach at the community college level, and to prepare for doctoral study, he said.

According to Hicks, the program, while general in nature, will allow students to specialize in the areas of industry, business, and government.

The program was designed to be flexible. It involves 45 quarter hours, including a thesis.

The department of economics and finance has received in excess of 100 non-FTU inquiries about the program from throughout the United States and some foreign countries, according to Hicks.

There will be no mandatory reading list. Students will choose from a list of texts available at the Bookstore and Library.

Dr. Howard S. Cragos will teach a new religious course entitled "Religions of China and Japan." The course will explore the basic concepts in Shinto, Taoism, Confucianism, Buddhism and Zen.

A new course in the humanities, "The Spiritual and Artistic," will be taught by Dr. Robert Fick. The course will deal with man's highest aspirations, his efforts to transcend the physical and rational world, to emulate or create a divine order.

"Epics and Themes in the New Testament" will be taught by Dr. Dorothy Davis, adjunct instructor in religion. The course will provide a background for modern New Testament study and will explore the development of a variety of themes including spirit, temple, community and kingdom in the gospels, Pauline letters, pastoral letters and apocalypse.
Directional Sign Stolen

After three weeks in use, one of FTU's new directional signs pointing the way to campus was stolen last week from FTU Boulevard.

The sign, which cost the university over $250, is the largest and most costly Orange County sign ever stolen, according to Michael Spinnato, physical plant civil engineer.

The demand for this type of
reflective sign, as well as the scarcity of suppliers of materials, has created a backlog of requests. FTU has been trying for nearly six years to obtain directional signs as an aid to the driving public. This year, with the help of Orange County Engineer George Cole, FTU was able to obtain its sign after a waiting period of six months, Spinnato reported.

The new FTU Blvd. directional sign, much like this one on Alafaya Trail, was recently stolen. Persons having information about the sign are asked to contact the physical plant, ext. 2471. (Photo by Mike Berman)

Graduation Ceremonies Scheduled

Winter quarter commencement will be held Friday, March 15, at 7 p.m. in the U.S. Naval Recruit Training Center Field House.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Dept. of Music-Choir
Fri. 2 p.m. VC 214
Villaggio Center
Fri. 2 p.m. VC 214
Preludio Class
Mon./Thurs. 7 p.m. VCAR-C
Depart of Music-Comert
Thurs. 7 p.m. VCAR

VILLAGE CENTER
"Jacques lvrek..." Fri. 8:30 p.m. VCAR
Popular Entertainment
Mon. 6 p.m. VC 200
Alhido Class
Mon./Thurs. 7 p.m. PR Dance Point Making Exhibit Sale
Wed. 8 a.m. VCARC
Enhancer Lecture Series
Wed. 1 p.m. VC 214
Performing Arts
Wed. 5 p.m. VC 200
Recreation
Thurs. 11 a.m. VC 200
Thursday 4 p.m. VC 200
Movie "Lady Sings the Blues"
Thurs. 8:30 p.m. VCAR

GREEKS
Zeta Tau Alpha
Sun. 5:30 p.m. VC 211, 213
Kappa Sigma
Sun. 6 p.m. EN 108, 109
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sun. 7 p.m. Fraternity house
Theta Kappa Epsilon
Sun. 7 p.m. VCAR-C

Activity Calendar

Tues. 6 p.m. Types
Mon. 6 p.m. Lambda Chi Alpha
Mon. 6 p.m. Alpha Chi Omega
Mon. 6 p.m. Tri Delta
Mon. 6:30 p.m. EN 237
Tues. 11 a.m. ATO Little Sisters
Tues. 4 p.m. VIC
Tues. 4 p.m. Alpha Chi Omega
Tues. 5 p.m. Panhellenic
Thurs. 11 a.m. Lambda Chi Alpha
Thurs. 7 p.m. VCAR

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
SG Staff Fri. 1 p.m. VC 200
SG Senate Thurs. noon EN 360

ORGANIZATIONS
Baptist Campus Ministry
Fri./Wed. 1 a.m. AD 144
Baptist Campus Ministry
Mon. 11 a.m. EN 337
Organization of Disabled Students
Mon. noon C Dorm Lounge
Christian Science Organization
Mon. 2:30 p.m. VC 211
Baptist Campus Ministry
Tues. 9 a.m. EN 418
Baptist Campus Ministry
Tues./Thurs. 11 a.m. AD 162
Math Club
Tues. 11 a.m. CB 104

College Court Apartments
Now Leasing
$140 FURNISHED

Brand new, spacious 1 bedroom apts.
Pools
Tennis Courts
Basketball Courts, Volleyball Courts
Just ½ mile from FTU.
CALL 273 - 5610

GRAND OPENING THIS WEEK
A New Shop With A New Look!

Open Sesame
Complete Line of Costume Jewelry
Silver-Gold-Copper
Cosmetics by Helena Rubenstein
and Eau de Love
Seminole Plaza Hwy. 17-92
Casselberry
Next to Publix

Free Pair of Earrings
With ANY Purchase

THE HOSPITAL LOUNGE
AND STEAK HOUSE
PROUDLY PRESENTS:
TUES. & WED. - Ladies Night, FREE Drinks For All The Ladies
FRI. & SAT. - Dance Contest, Cash Prizes
SUN. GO-GO Contest - Cash Prizes
MON. & THURS. - Any Drink 25c All Night Long!

LIVE ROCK N'ROLL BAND
7 NIGHTS A WEEK
COMPLETE MENU - "SNACKS TO FULL DINNER"
"Get Well at The Hospital"

3424 Forsythe Rd. Phone 671-0888
CAMPUS RADIO, The Energy

PTU's General Studies Program has scholarships available for the spring quarter. Based on grades available through the winter quarter, a total amount of $1,000 will be distributed. Four $250 scholarships may be awarded. Requirements for General Studies Scholarship are:

a. at least a 3.5 grade point average overall
b. a minimum of 45 credit hours earned at PTU
c. recommendation from two PTU faculty members under whom the student has taken at least a 3 hour course.
d. faculty advisor's recommendation.

FTU and Rollins will present the Second Annual Poetry Festival Tuesday and Wednesday at 8 p.m. under the student union at Rollins, featuring poets Jean Valentine and Donald Hall.

FREE AVIATION ORIENTATION flights aboard Marine T-28 trainers will highlight students' opportunities to obtain information concerning aviation job openings in U.S. Marine Corps. Interested college students may contact Mike Cerni, Corps Selection Officer Frank Wickersham at the Village Center between 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

Unemployment Information Center will serve a special luncheon Wednesday consisting of a seven-ounce rib eye steak, French fries, tossed salad, and rolls and butter for $5.50. Catered serving hours are 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. for lunch.

LADY SINGS THE BLUES "Lady Sings The Blues" will be presented Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, March 7-19, at 8:30 p.m. in the Village Center Assembly Room (VCAR).

The cost is 75 cents for students and $1 for the general public.

IMMEDIATE PROGRAM has scholarships or 365-3966.

RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE—New & boney, spacious split level/wooded setting. Fully equipped with central heating. Appliances & drapes are furnished. Laundry in backyard area. 4 mi. N. of PTU entrance at Mitchell Hammock Rd. and Overo. $160 per mo. Tel. 362-3121.

WANTED

Roommate wanted—a girl who likes a nice and peaceful place. I am a college student and would like a bedroom apt. in Univ. Hylands. Rent $60 a month. Call Mr. Wyndle at 761-5001.

CLASSIFIEDS

YOUR CAMPUΣ LUTHERAN CHURCH INVITATES YOUR ATTENDANCE

Christians Education Hour—Sunday 9:15 a.m.
Worship Sunday 10:30 a.m. at Hope Lutheran Church 2600 N. Dean Road (Go West on FTU Blvd., then South on Dean Rd.).
Rev. Lance Netland of Lutheran Campus Ministry member of FTU United Campus Ministry 678-2011.

LIVE NATURAL

... WITHOUT MEAT

Find out how to live as a vegetarian at:

THE GATE
385 W. Fairbanks Ave. Winter Park
(two blocks west of Rollins College)
also FREE VEGETARIAN MEAL
7:30 p.m. March 7 and 11 - 14

NOB HILL FIXTURES

The Energy Crunch
10 minutes from FTU close to all shopping

The Money Crunch
lowest rents in town discounts for FTU students

The Ecology Crunch
plant your own garden
beautiful landscaping

The Recreation Crunch
tennis, pools, saunas
gorgeous clubhouse with fireplaces, gameroom, kitchen
full social program

NOB HILL — Aloma & Semoran
671-4001
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FTU Pounds Embry-Riddle, FIT; Plays Florida Bible, Miami This Weekend

Baseball Wins First Four, Looks To ‘Unbeatable Foe’

By Larry McDermott

FTU’s baseball team opened the season with four straight wins, but the celebration was short-lived. Luis Escobar’s two-run Homer in the first inning gave FTU a lead which was further enhanced by a seven-run seventh inning. Craig Butler’s three-run shot in the last inning, earned his first win of the season and posted the team’s first shutout. Draper struck out nine, and walked only one while allowing just two hits.

FTU’s offensive guns were still going strong Sunday against FIT, but Holmquist was disappointed in the poor pitching performance by “his big guns.” FTU’s pitching gave up only four runs against FIT but

GTU baseball coach Dom Holmquist swears that Mel Gattis (above) is the best defensive catcher in the state. Gattis didn’t do bad to offensively last weekend collecting nine hits and driving in nine runs in four games. (Photo by Jim Matthews)

FTU Cagers Take Three in New York

Knights Finish Strong 6-8

By Joe DeSalvo

Before the 1972-73 FTU basketball season got underway early last December, Torchy Clark predicted that the Knights would end up 10-14. Last Friday night, four months later, the Knights finished their season with a “very satisfying” 76-60 victory over the Adjacent.

The anticipated debut of Luis Escobar was well worth waiting for. In the first game, Escobar struck seven hits (including two home runs), drove in six runs, and along with shortstop Horvath was on in seven doubleplay.

“Escobar’s such a tremendous ballplayer that his confidence rubs off on everyone,” said Holmquist.

However, the highlight of the weekend was the hitting of catcher Mel Gattis who stroked nine hits in 11 trips and drove in nine runs.

“Gattis was hitting real well to rightfield in batting practice so I told him to stick with it.”

DAVE DRAFER

said Holmquist. “Last weekend everyone I looked up he was hitting a line drive right to second on Sunday.

FTU will play Florida Bible in a first-round game at 3:30 p.m. Monday before the Sunday twin bill with Miami, “the best team in the South,” according to Holmquist. Holmquist has far from conceded, however, as he will use the unusual strategy of pitching five different pitchers in both games in hopes of keeping Miami hitters off balance. Pulling, Hargis, Edge, Larsen and McLaughlin will most likely see action.

Holmquist also indicated that it was the only way to keep his staff well rested so he’ll have his best available for next Wednesday’s doubleheader against FIT. The first game will begin at 3:30 p.m. at Tinker Field.
Trevor Graham slams a forehand against Florida International foe in Tuesday's fourth consecutive FTU tennis win. Graham, a promising freshman, whipped Ken Deutsch 6-2, 6-4. (Photo by Jim Mathews)

Handball Champs Akes Vies For National Crown
By Fred Cay

Doug Akers, an FTU student who recently won the United States Handball Association Super-East Regional two weeks ago, will travel to Boulder, Colo., today to attempt to become the U.S. Intercollegiate handball singles champion.

Although the event awarded most by Akers, Akers did win the regional event held in Memphis, Tenn., two weekends ago. He entered as being from the states as a team.

Akers entered the most competitive division, the "A", singles, and surprisingly didn't really have a tough match as he said. The red-haired junior won four straight matches including eight games without a loss, whipping Will Amstutz of Grand Rapids, Mich., 21-1, for the title.

Akers has entered all of the recent amateur handball tournaments in Florida, placing third, in an effort to make the best possible showing in his field.
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The 1971Booze High grad has been playing handball about four years but admittedly didn't get really serious about it until "maybe a year ago." It was then that he met local pro Paul Katz who Akers refers to as the "one person who really taught me all about the sport."

"It's the brains behind my game," Akers said of Katz. "He saw me playing at the YMCA, told me I had the natural athletic ability to be good and he really helped me out ever since."

Akers, a basketball star at Boone who just recently led Sigma Chi to the Southern Regional two goals rounding out the scoring. TKE, led by Jay Ferguson and Mark Denno who both had two goals, improved to 6-1-1.

On Tuesday, God's Children

FTU's Pat Murphy, shown here riding Tampa's Dave Costabile just before he pinned Spartan foe, will head for the national competition for the first time at University of California at Fullerton today along with 118-pound Scotty Sherman and 165-pound Tom Hammons, both state champs. Murphy was state runner-up at 126 this year after winning the weight last year. He is also the Southern Open champ at that weight. The team remains undefeated in national competition for FTU in any varsity sport. (Photo by Jim Mathews)

4-0 Knights Face Furman Here Today
FTU Nettlers Squeeze By FIU, 5-4
By Graham Dragoadit

The FTU tennis team kept its winning streak alive by defeating Florida International University, 5-4, here Tuesday on a cool, cloudy, windy afternoon.

The team took the match 6-1, 6-0 for FIU Monday and won by a score of 6-0, 6-2, 6-3, 6-3 for Furman Tuesday.

In the number three singles, Joe Locic started out rather slow but after winning the first set, 7-6, easily overpowered Rudy Vargas 6-2 in the second set for the match.

Nathan Smith never could get his type of game going and consequently, Jim Payne, FTU's number one player downed him 6-1, 6-1. The junior from Grand Rapids, Mich., stopped Smith mostly with shots down the line and great overheads.

Freshman Trevor Graham whipped Ken Deutsch 6-2, 6-4, Graham, taking advantage of Deutsch's weak service, was in command the entire match.

FTU's Neil Howard and Gary Timlin both had frustrating afternoons, Howard losing to Robert Helin 6-1, 6-7, 7-5 and Timlin losing to Mike Porta also in three sets 6-3, 6-2, 6-4.

Smith averaged his singles loss by defeating Locic and defeating FTU's number one doubles win of Payne and Spiller in straight sets 7-6, 6-4.

The final and what proved to be the deciding point for the Knight was won by DeJoziev and Graham defeating Vargas and George Sands 6-3, 6-2.

With this victory, the FTU tennis team remains undefeated this season in four outings.

Two Soccer Squads Windy, Unbeaten
ATO, God's Children Clinch Titles
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FIRST TIME IN 12 YEARS
LEEDS SALE!

Never Before
Never Again

But can we afford it?

We could before, and now we certainly can.

LEEDS
...the catalog leader!

Unbelievable Prices. In Every Dept.!

Prices you will never see again

Cameras
Television
Jewelry
Sporting Goods
Giftware
Electrics
Housewares
Toys

Mar.1 & 2, Fri. 10-10
Sat. 10-10
Mar. 3, Sun. 10-6

SUNDAY, 1:00 p.m. BOZO THE CLOWN ARRIVES

LEEDS...THE CATALOG LEEDER
800 MERCY DRIVE
ORLANDO 295-4450